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ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVES This study was conducted to figure out the effects of kendo training on the activity of brainwaves by analyzing changes in brainwaves during chudan-no-kamae and three-movement-striking, which are basic movements of kendo, in elementary school students who undergo kendo training and comparing left and right side brainwave activities to find out differences.

METHODS This study was conducted with 29 male elementary school students living in K City who were experts in kendo with a career as an athlete or a kendo training period not shorter than six months. The brainwave activity was measured by measuring and analyzing brainwaves at eight regions at the prefrontal lobe, the frontal lobe, the temporal lobe, and the occipital lobe using brainwave measuring equipment. Brainwaves were measured for 5 minutes in a sitting position in a stable state and were also measured for 5 minutes after 15 minutes of the chudan-no-kamae movement, which is aiming at the opponent with the point of the sword while moving along eight moving lines of the opponents, and for 5 minutes after 15 minutes of three striking movements.

RESULTS Alpha waves showed higher brainwave activity during the stable state than during the kendo movements (three striking movements, chudan-no-kamae) while SMR, M-beta, and H-beta showed higher brainwave activity after kendo movements than during the resting state. The asymmetry between the left and right sides increased after the movements compared to during the resting state.

CONCLUSIONS These results are considered attributable to kendo training that partly increased their concentration thereby increasing brainwave activity. However, it is unclear that kendo training will be helpful for concentration through physical activities and brain activity in this study. Therefore, further study should be conducted with the measurement of factors related to emotional aspects, concentration, and brainwaves according to kendo training.
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Introduction

Physical activities are a factor that not only positively affects the cardiovascular system but also affects human information processing ability and cognitive functions [1]. Changes in the activity of the cerebral cortex according to peripheral changes are frequently measured using brainwaves in noninvasive methods [2]. Brainwaves are measured through minute electric flows on the cerebral cortex on the surface...
of the brain. In general, brainwaves are divided into delta (0~4Hz), theta (4~8Hz), alpha (8~13Hz), beta (13~30Hz), and gamma (30~50Hz) waves in order of precedence beginning from the lowest frequency ending at the highest frequency. Whereas low frequencies are dominant in sleepy or resting states such as delta wave, high frequencies are dominant when performing tasks such as mental arithmetic and reasoning or when mentally aroused such as beta and gamma waves. In general, movements have been reported to increase cortical arousal and affect alpha and beta waves. Alpha waves are used as an index of states where mental or physical tension or stress is relieved [3,4], and SMR waves (12~15Hz) are the sensorimotor brain rhythm generated in a reticular-thalamo-cortical network and recorded over central scalp regions [5]. SMR waves are also used as an indicator of concentration because they are closely related to the state of readiness or attention, which corresponds to the waiting state of the motor system [5,6]. On the other hand, it is reported that M-beta waves, which were related to thinking activities focused on one topic and experiences brain stress and H-beta waves, which were associated with increased activity during concentration on specific tasks [7]. In addition, the concentration index (CI), which can quantitatively measure the brain activity related to concentration by using the frequency spectrum of these brain waves (theta wave, beta wave, SMR), determines the degree of concentration on one task. It increases when the attention to awakening, learning, and preparation for exercise begins [8].

Such changes in brain waves following exercise are caused by movements because movements not only increase the body's metabolism, but also affect the cortex, thereby not only having the brain to be prepared to accept new information, but also promoting learning for memory and increasing arousal and concentration for adaptation to mental changes [9]. It was reported that beta waves increased after one-time incremental load exercise and that the increase in beta waves as such persisted up to two hours after exercise [10]. Such studies suggest that changes in brain waves made through exercise mean improvement in concentration [11,12], and showed positive effects on learning and cognitive ability, so that the importance of exercise as a method of improving the brain is increasing.

Although sports and athletic contests require concentration or high levels of brain activities, especially in kendo, shooting, archery, golf, etc., concentration and brain activities greatly affect the victory or defeat or the outcomes of contests [13]. Kendo as a form of exercise is a sport that has a stronger tendency toward martial arts than general competitive sports and has a characteristic of requiring mental and physical training and the cultivation of mentality to improve athletic performance [14]. Kendo matches, in which the victory or defeat is determined by quick brain plays and agile actions, require mental stability and physical concentration. That is, since violent collisions and tense confrontations with the opponent are repeated in kendo matches, a strong fighting spirit, human talent, and concentration greatly affect the outcomes of the matches [15].

In kendo, chudan-no-kamae is a posture aiming at the opponent that enables attacks, defense, and flexible responses to the opponent's movements and is also called “basic posture” of kendo. The three striking movements, which are the basic of strikes, are movements consisting of movement 1 to raise the bamboo sword, movement 2 to take one step forward and strike the opponent, and movement 3 to return to the original posture and take the chudan-no-kamae, and require concentration for flexible movements, stable postures, and accurate movements [16]. Since both the basic postures and matches of kendo require concentration as such, kendo training is thought to help elementary school students improve their concentration. However, chudan-no-kamae is relatively static motion in which the foot moves to the minimum according to the opponent's movements while focusing the bamboo sword, the three striking movements are a more dynamic motion that moves the arms together while the foot moves and strikes the bamboo sword. EEG is reported to vary depending on the type of exercise (treadmill, bicycle, arm crank). As a result of measuring healthy people, alpha activity increases in the forehead lobe area after treadmill exercise, and alpha activity in the temporal lobe increases after cycling exercise. However, the activity reported no change after arm crank exercise [17]. Therefore, it is assume that the effect of the kendo movement on the brain waves is different.
elements of not only the improvement of children’s academic achievement ability but also leading normal school life. When the concentration of a student has been impaired, his/her ability to learn is impaired and he/she cannot get along well with other children in many cases. Recently, in the field of education, there has been a growing number of children who are marginalized by their friends due to their lagging academic achievement ability and basic academic skills resulting from their lack of attention concentration, and attention to students with insufficient attention concentration has been increasing [18]. However, studies related to kendo and brain waves are insufficient because they are limited to reports on image stimulation [14] and sound wave application training [19] for kendo athletes.

Recent studies reported that the asymmetry of the frontal lobe reflects responses to movement emotions [20]. The studies reported that the right side of the frontal lobe was associated with negative emotions, and the left side was related to motivation and happiness. The increase in alpha wave activity on the right side is interpreted as a decrease in right cortical activity [21-24]. However, inconsistent findings are still reported because on the other hand, some studies reported that the amplification of alpha waves when the frontal lobe was stable reflected an overexcited state of the cortex or a decrease in cortical activity [25]. In particular, despite that kendo is an activity that requires attention concentration, there has been no report on how brainwave activity changes on the left and right sides.

Therefore, this study aims to analyze changes in brainwaves during the chudan-no-kamae movement and three striking movements, which are the basic movements of kendo in elementary school students who undergo kendo training, and compare the left and right side brainwave activities to figure out differences with a view to understanding the effect of kendo training on the activity of brainwaves.

### Methods

#### Subjects

This study was conducted with 29 elementary school students living in K City who were experts in kendo with a career as an athlete or a kendo training period not shorter than six months. The subjects of the study were elementary school students who well-understood the purpose of the study, and had no physical defects, musculoskeletal problems, or disease being treated and their parents’ consent was obtained before they participated in the study <Table 1>.

#### Brainwave activity

The brainwave activity was measured by measuring and analyzing brainwaves (QEEG-LEX3208, Laxtha Inc, Daejeon, Korea) at eight regions, which are at the left and right sides of the prefrontal lobe (Fp1, Fp2), the left and right sides of the frontal lobe (F3, F4), the left and right sides of the temporal lobe (T3, T4), and the left and right sides of the occipital lobe (P3, P4) using the method used by Gasser et.al. [26]. The brainwaves in a resting state were measured for 5 minutes after having the subject sit on a comfortable chair, maintain a comfortable state, close the eyes in a noise-blocked laboratory. In addition, brainwaves were also measured for 5 minutes in a sitting position after carrying out 15 minutes of the chudan-no-kamae movement of kendo, which is aiming at the opponent with the point of the sword while moving along eight moving lines of the opponent in the chudan-no-kamae that enables attacks, defense, and flexible responses to the opponent’s movements and is the basic of all aiming postures having the point of the sword at the height of the larynx and the extension of the point of the sword aiming at the middle of the forehead of the opponent, and for 5 minutes after carrying out 15 minutes of three striking movements consisting of movement 1 to raise the bamboo sword, movement 2 to take one step forward and strike the opponent, and movement 3 to return to the original posture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Weight (kg)</th>
<th>BMI (kg/m²)</th>
<th>Muscle mass (kg)</th>
<th>Body percent fat (%)</th>
<th>Carrier (month)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects (n=29)</td>
<td>11.96±0.94</td>
<td>40.43±8.75</td>
<td>19.15±3.06</td>
<td>1855±14.19</td>
<td>20.95±3.77</td>
<td>11.38±5.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The sampling frequency of the EEG signal was set to 256Hz, and the measured data were analyzed using the biosignal analysis software TeleScan at 4~30Hz for the purpose of the study. Analysis of the collected brain waves was performed by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) using the TeleScan program. Relative power analysis was conducted to eliminate individual differences, as the differences in brain waves may be affected by differences in skulls, differences in electrical resistance according to scalp conditions, and differences in tension at the time of measurement. EEG activity was analyzed in all 5 minutes during the resting state and after exercise. Using the analyzed brainwaves, concentration index (CI=(SMR+MB)/theta) and relaxation index (RI=alpha/HB) were calculated [27]. The electroencephalographic electrode attachment site is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Electroencephalographic electrode attachment site](image)

**Statistical analysis**

As for the data processing in this study, the means and standard deviations of individual variables were calculated and compared using version 20.0 of the SPSS statistical program for Windows. The brainwave activities on the left and right sides were compared using paired t-test to figure out differences and the brainwave activities during the resting state, after three striking movements, and after chudan-no-kamae movement were compared using multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) to figure out differences. The significance of all statistical levels was set to $\alpha=.05$.

**Results**

**Changes in alpha activity according to kendo movement**

Changes in alpha activity according to kendo movements are as shown in Table 2. According to kendo movements, significant differences in the alpha wave activity appeared on the left side of the frontal lobe (p<.05) and the left and right sides of the temporal lobe (p<.001). On the left side of the frontal lobe, the alpha wave activity was shown to be significantly higher during the resting state than after the chudan-no-kamae movement (p<.01), and on the left and right sides of the temporal lobe, the alpha wave activity was shown to be significantly higher during the resting state than after the three striking movements and after the chudan-no-kamae movement (p<.001). As for the differences in the alpha wave activity between the left and right sides, during the resting state, the alpha wave activity on the left side of the temporal lobe was shown to be significantly higher than that on the right side (p<.01) and the alpha wave activity on the left side of the occipital lobe was shown to be significantly higher than that on the right side (p<.05). After the three striking movements, the left side of the temporal lobe showed higher alpha wave activity than the right side (p<.01) and after the chudan-no-kamae movement (p<.001), the left side of the prefrontal lobe and the temporal lobe showed higher alpha wave activity than the right side (p<.01).

**Changes in SMR activity according to kendo movement**

Changes in SMR activity according to kendo movements are as shown in Table 3. According to kendo movements, significant differences in the SMR activity appeared in all brain regions. The SMR activity was shown to be significantly lower during the resting state than after the three striking movements and chudan-no-kamae movement (p<.001). As for the differences in the SMR activity between the left and right sides, the SMR activity on the left side of the occipital
lobe was shown to be significantly lower than that on the right side after the three striking movements (p<.05).

**Changes in MB activity according to kendo movement**

Changes in MB activity according to kendo movements are as shown in Table 4. Significant differences in MB activity appeared in all brain regions according to kendo movements (p<.001). MB activity was shown to be significantly lower during the resting state than after the three striking movements and chudan-no-kamae movement (p<.01). As for the differences in MB activity between the left and right sides, during the resting state, MB activity on the left side of the occipital lobe was shown to be lower than that of the right side (p<.05), and after the three striking movements, the MB activity on the left side of the temporal lobe (p<.01) and the occipital lobe (p<.001) was shown to be significantly lower than that on the right side. After the chudan-no-kamae movement, the MB activity on the left side of the prefrontal lobe (p<.05) and the temporal lobe (p<.01) was shown to be significantly lower than that on the right side.

### Table 2. Changes in alpha wave activity according to kendo movements. Data are expressed as means±SD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>Post-hoc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fp1</td>
<td>6.71±5.03</td>
<td>8.08±13.68</td>
<td>3.68±3.93***</td>
<td>1.929</td>
<td>.152</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fp2</td>
<td>22.08±9.13</td>
<td>13.22±3.33</td>
<td>3.31±3.79</td>
<td>.879</td>
<td>.419</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>14.36±2.27</td>
<td>7.29±10.28</td>
<td>3.76±3.44</td>
<td>3.998</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>R&gt;C**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td>12.83±3.76</td>
<td>9.81±2.71</td>
<td>3.70±5.71</td>
<td>.863</td>
<td>.426</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>14.64±12.17**</td>
<td>5.18±7.96**</td>
<td>2.93±2.50**</td>
<td>15.407</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>R&gt;T, C***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>10.98±7.16</td>
<td>4.12±7.47</td>
<td>2.12±2.52</td>
<td>16.566</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>R&gt;T, C***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>13.19±12.94'</td>
<td>7.17±9.70</td>
<td>8.64±19.58</td>
<td>1.327</td>
<td>.271</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>8.18±8.35</td>
<td>6.06±9.46</td>
<td>5.17±14.69</td>
<td>.557</td>
<td>.575</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fp1: prefrontal left lobe, Fp2: prefrontal right lobe, F3: frontal left lobe, F4: frontal right lobe, T3: temporal left lobe, T4: temporal right lobe, P3: occipital left lobe, P4: occipital right lobe, R: rest, T: three striking movement, C: chudan-no-kamae movement, *: the difference according kendo movement, ** p<.05, *** p<.01, 'the difference between right and left side lobe, # p<.05, ## p<.01, ### p<.001

### Table 3. Changes in SMR activity according to kendo movements. Data are expressed as means±SD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>Post-hoc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fp1</td>
<td>0.24±0.09</td>
<td>0.39±0.12</td>
<td>0.39±0.16</td>
<td>13.364</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>R&lt;T, C***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fp2</td>
<td>0.24±0.09</td>
<td>0.41±0.12</td>
<td>0.42±0.18</td>
<td>14.837</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>R&lt;T, C***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>0.25±0.12</td>
<td>0.43±0.14</td>
<td>0.45±0.12</td>
<td>22.302</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>R&lt;T, C***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td>0.23±0.11</td>
<td>0.41±0.12</td>
<td>0.46±0.18</td>
<td>22.458</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>R&lt;T, C***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>0.18±0.12</td>
<td>0.43±0.16</td>
<td>0.46±0.14</td>
<td>39.949</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>R&lt;T, C***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>0.18±0.12</td>
<td>0.46±0.14</td>
<td>0.51±0.15</td>
<td>50.949</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>R&lt;T, C***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>0.31±0.19</td>
<td>0.49±0.15*</td>
<td>0.52±0.22</td>
<td>10.188</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>R&lt;T, C***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>0.37±0.21</td>
<td>0.57±0.16</td>
<td>0.55±0.17</td>
<td>11.036</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>R&lt;T, C***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fp1: prefrontal left lobe, Fp2: prefrontal right lobe, F3: frontal left lobe, F4: frontal right lobe, T3: temporal left lobe, T4: temporal right lobe, P3: occipital left lobe, P4: occipital right lobe, R: rest, T: three striking movement, C: chudan-no-kamae movement, *: the difference according kendo movement, *** p<.001, *: the difference between right and left side lobe, p<.05
Changes in HB activity according to kendo movement

Changes in HB activity according to kendo movements are as shown in <Table 5>. Significant differences in HB activity appeared in all brain regions according to kendo movements (p<.05). HB activity was shown to be significantly lower during the resting state than after the three striking movements and chudan-no-kamae movement (p<.05). As for the differences in HB activity between the left and right sides, after the three striking movements, HB activity on the left side of the temporal lobe and the occipital lobe was shown to be lower than that on the right side (p<.01), and after the chudan-no-kamae movement, HB activity on the left side of the occipital lobe was shown to be lower than that on the right side (p<.01).

Changes in concentration index according to kendo movement

Changes in CI according to kendo movements are as shown in <Table 6>. Significant differences in CI appeared in temporal and occipital regions according to kendo movements (p<.05). CI was shown to be significantly lower during the resting state than after the three striking movements (p<.05). As for the differences in CI between the left and right sides,
after the three striking movements, CI on the left side of the occipital lobe was shown to be lower than that on the right side (p<.01), and after the chudan-no-kamae movement, CI on the left side of the temporal lobe was shown to be lower than that on the right side (p<.05).

**Changes in relaxation index according to kendo movement**

Changes in RI according to kendo movements are as shown in *<Table 7>*. Significant differences in RI appeared in frontal, temporal and occipital regions according to kendo movements (p<.05). RI was shown to be significantly higher during the resting state than after the three striking movements and after the chudan-no-kamae movement (p<.01). As for the differences in RI between the left and right sides, during the resting state, RI on the left side of the occipital lobe was shown to be higher than that on the right side (p<.01).

**Discussion**

According to the results of this study, alpha waves showed the highest activity during the resting state, and SMR, MB, and
HB activities showed higher activity during the three striking movements and chudan-no-kamae movement than during the resting state. As for the differences in brainwave activity between the left and right sides, the degree of asymmetry was shown to be high in the temporal lobe and the occipital lobe during kendo movements.

Many previous studies have reported that an increase in brainwave activity after exercise is associated with an increase in cortical activity. Whereas exercise increases the blood flow in the brain, changes in brainwaves caused by exercise are affected by diverse causes. Although changes in alpha waves after exercise were mostly interpreted as a condition during the stable state, there are also reports indicating that the activity increases at the levels of intensity ranging from low intensity to moderate intensity, that is, below the integrated threshold [28]. On the other hand, Beyer & Schumann [29] reported that alpha activity increased less in the frontal lobe of the brain after high intensity exercise. In addition, an increase in the activity of alpha waves after exercise indicates a decrease in cortical activity and reflects a decrease in fatigue, relaxation, or a decrease in desire [30]. In this study, alpha waves showed lower activity during the kendo movements than during the resting state, and this result is considered attributable to the fact that although physical activities were not intensive during the kendo movements, the high level of tension decreased the activity of alpha waves as with highly intensive exercise. It was also consistent with reports from previous studies [31] indicating that increased visual attention resulted in a significant decrease in alpha waves.

In this study, unlike alpha waves in the low frequency region, SMR and beta waves (M-beta and H-beta) in the high frequency region showed higher activity during kendo movements than during the resting state. Arousal and hypoxia reduce cerebral blood flow and beta-wave activity. On the other hand, when the cerebral blood flow has increased due to exercise, the brainwaves are reversed. The cerebral cortical system generally responds to an increase in metabolic arousal [32]. The increased metabolic rate and the hypothalamic regulation of body temperature during exercise affect brainwave activity, especially the activity of beta waves [33]. Exercise increases cortical activity, thereby affecting the psychological variables such as interest and arousal, and information processing processes. Therefore, an increase in the activity of the circulatory system is associated with an increase in metabolic demand and a high level of arousal due to exercise induces changes in brainwaves, and the beta wave activity increase after exercise [34].

Since violent collisions and tense confrontations with the opponent are repeated during kendo matches, a strong fighting spirit, human talent, and concentration greatly affect the outcomes of the matches. Kendo is an event in which even if an athlete has high levels of technical skills and physical strength, he/she cannot exert the ability if he/she is not mentally trained. An athlete can win the match only when he/she can make accurate judgments in the fighting with the opponent, which changes rapidly from moment to moment, and can show bold determination at each important point [15]. Therefore, in this study, it can be suggested that mental arousal was achieved due to anxiety and tension on the opponent leading to increases in body temperature and breathing so that the physical metabolic rate increased and the alpha wave activity in the low frequency region decreased but the brainwave in the high frequency region increased. However, in this study, there were a few any significant differences according to the movement of kendo. This is thought to be because there was no difference in exercise intensity because the kendo movement used in this study was composed of basic movements.

With regard to the asymmetry of the brainwaves between the left and right sides, Woo et al. [35] reported that although the brainwaves in the low-frequency region (delta, theta, alpha waves) on the left side were shown to be lower than those on the right side, the degree of the asymmetry of the brainwaves between the left and right sides increased after exercise compared to that during the resting state. In this study too, the brainwave activities on the left side of the temporal lobe and the occipital lobe were shown to be significantly lower than those on the right side after the chudan-no-kamae and three striking movements. CI on the left side of temporal lobe and occipital lobe were also shown to be lower than those on the right side. These changes are reported to be related to the duration of exercise. It has been reported that whereas exercise for a moderate duration of about 30 minutes elicits approach-
oriented responses and suppresses withdrawal-oriented responses, exercise for more than 45-minutes suppresses approach-related responses and promotes withdrawal related responses so that the levels of brain activity on the left and right sides are reversed compared to those after exercise for 30 minutes [35]. The brain activity on the left side was shown to be lower than that on the right side in this study because the duration of exercise was relatively short at 15 minutes.

Although the mechanism of changes in brainwave activity according to exercise as such is still unclear, Craig [25] suggested it as the lateralization of the autonomic centripetality or differences in feedback to the anterior insular cortex. That is, whereas the left anterior insula is stimulated by the parasympathetic nerve, the right anterior insula is predominantly stimulated by the afferent sympathetic nervous system. The chudan-no-kamae and three striking kendo movements used in this study increased tension and concentration on the opponent's attacks but did not involve many movements and led to continuous confrontations with the opponent while controlling one's tension rather than physical excitement. Therefore, it is thought that the stimulation by the afferent sympathetic nervous system acted more than the stimulation of the parasympathetic nerve.

In addition, it is reported that an increase in brainwave activity in the frontal lobe region of the right side is associated with negative emotions [36,37], and an increase in brainwave activity in the frontal lobe region of the left side is related to motivation and self-achievement related to approaches [38]. It has been reported that in a stress situation related to withdrawal, alpha waves were shown to have an inverse relationship with brainwave activity, and an increase in alpha wave activity on the right side were shown to be related to a decrease in the right cortical activity [39]. In this study, the decrease in brainwave activity on the left side after kendo movements appeared in the temporal lobe and that occipital lobe instead of the frontal lobe suggested in previous studies. Although the cause cannot be clearly presented, it is considered attributable to the fact that brainwaves in the temporal lobe and the occipital lobe were activated due to the characteristics of the kendo movements, which are responding to the opponent while staring at the opponent, and the activity after such movements was shown to be lower on the left side than on the right side because anxiety and the level of tension on the opponent occurred rather than withdrawal.

**Conclusions**

The results of this study in which the activity of alpha waves during the resting state was shown to be higher than that during kendo movements (three striking movements, chudan-no-kamae movement) while the activity of SMR, M-beta, and H-beta waves during kendo movements was shown to be higher than that during the resting state are considered attributable to the fact that their concentration was partly caused by kendo training with increased anxiety and the level of tension of elementary school students thereby increasing their brainwave activity. The asymmetry between the left and right sides increased during movements compared to during the resting state and increased in the temporal lobe and the occipital lobe rather than the frontal lobe. This is considered attributable to the characteristics of kendo training in which the trainee competes with the opponent. Therefore, these results are considered as indicating that kendo training helps elementary school students increase brainwave activity through physical activities. However, the relationship between brainwaves and concentration was unclear, since CI only partly increased. It is thought that study should be conducted with the measurement of factors related to emotional aspects, concentration, and brainwaves according to kendo training.
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